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Abstract
The Present Paper focus on the concept to design and analyze a pedestal of longitudinal I-section fabricated to carry
vertical tension forces and shear forces, respectively. A Model is proposed to analyze shear compressive force transfer
from the overhead load to pedestal and to design the required amount of shear cross section and also perform the
cost estimation. If the structure is improperly designed or fabricated, or if the actual applied loads exceed the design
specifications, the device will probably fail to perform its intended function, with possible serious consequences. A
well-engineered structure greatly minimizes the possibility of costly failures and improved maneuverability by
providing Nylon wheels under the structure.
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1. Introduction
1.2. Pedestal mounting design
1 The

Pedestal Mounting is important equipment for
supporting and transporting for lightening the
intensity of labour and improving the operating
efficiency during assembly of Locomotive. (Hu Y.M., et
al, 2009) An object here in this case a Locomotive is
vertically using a movable crane and mounted on to
this Pedestal, which is mainly held at the right position
under the locomotive where the markings are specified
for the section used for supporting and transportation
between fixed span in workshop of factories,
storehouse, and in the freight yard of railway and port.
The deadweight of a locomotive is an important
economic indicator for measuring the performance of
the Pedestal. (Wang, et al, 2009)
Therefore, on the premise of the reliability service
of the Locomotive, its deadweight should be lightened
as far as possible. As is known to all, the main structure
of locomotive consists of various systems which
together make up the locomotive’s dead weight is
supported until it is mounted onto the Bogie.( Abdullah
Waseem et al , 2013).
A pedestal is used to carry the loads from metal
columns through the flat face and I-section to the
footing when the footing is on flat level ground. The
purpose is to avoid possible corrosion of the metal
from the soil. Careful welding over the footing and
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around the pedestal will be necessary to avoid
ingressions and floor cracks. If the pedestal is very
long, a carefully compacted stiffeners will provide
sufficient lateral support to control buckling. The
problem is to identify the unsupported length correctly
when the member is embedded to the foot. The code
allows both reinforced and unreinforced pedestals.
Generally the minimum percentage of steel for columns
of 0.01% carbon should be used even when the
pedestal specifies gross column area—that is, no area
reduction for column optimization. Critical factor is
that vertical steel should always be designed to carry
any tension stresses from moment or uplift is not
designed as a reinforced column-type element. Rather,
when the pedestal is designed as an unreinforced
member, the minimum column percent steel is
arbitrarily added.
When steel base plates are used, this reinforcement
should withstand from the pedestal top in order to
minimize point loading on the base plate. Steel plate
should be liberally added at the top to avoid spalls and
to keep the edges uniformly loaded. (S. H. Masood, et al,
2006)
Pedestals
are
usually
considerably
overdesigned, since the increase in materials is more
than offset by reduced design time and the benefit of
the accrued safety factor. Pedestals can usually be
designed as short columns because of the lateral
support. They may be designed for both axial load and
moment. For the rather common condition of the
pedestal being designed as a simply supported column
element interfacing the superstructure to the footing.
(Nursalbiah Nasir, et al, 2011).
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2. Properties of structural steel (S355J2+N)

3.2 Analysis
3.2.1 Structural Analysis

Figure 3 Load acting on pedestal (static analysis)
3. Procedure
3.1 Modeling
Pedestal has been modeled in CATIA V5

Figure 4 Variation of stress in pedestal

Figure 5 Variation of deformation in pedestal
Figure 1 Catia Model (Complete Pedestal)

Figure 2 Catia Model (Bottom Part of Pedestal)

3.2.2 Model Analysis

Figure 6 Variation of deformation in pedestal under
Model Analysis at given frequency
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2. Analytical descriptions have been obtained for the
welds & used in welding to fabricate a I-section with
the effective buckling length factor for columns is
reduced by introducing extra stiffeners and ribs and
welding through the frame.
3. With the concept of Nylon wheels, mobility is
achieved and the structure could be relocated to
multiple locations and can be used where ever
necessary on shop floor.
4. Simulation is also shown and the stresses are values
are found to be within the elastic limit of materials
used.
Figure 7 Variation of deformation in pedestal under
Model Analysis at given frequency
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